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US Panel Votes For Better Oversight Lahore Tikka House Founder Dies
Alnoor Sayani, the owner of the popular Of Drone Strikes
Lahore Tikka House on Gerrard St. E. in WA S H I N G TO N :  T h e  U S  S e n a t e  
Toronto’s Little India community died of Intelligence Committee has quietly 
heart failure on Nov 6. He was 48. “He was approved a plan to step up both public and 
one of the most creative and business-internal government oversight of the use of 
minded people,” said Muhammad Saleem, 
who knew Sayani for 22 years and operated a 
grocery store across the street for 17 of them.
“He used to sell barbecued corn on the street. 
He used to sleep in his car. He didn’t have a 
house. He started the restaurant and started 
building slowly, slowly,” Saleem said. “He 
created a legacy for himself.” A Ugandan 
immigrant of Pakistani descent, Sayani came 
to Canada by way of England when his 
parents fled Idi Amin’s brutal regime. Sayani 
arrived in Canada at 15 with nothing in his 
pockets, said longtime friend and Ward 30 

armed drones to kill suspected militants 
overseas, including American citizens.
The committee voted in closed session 
earlier this week to approve legislative 
language that would require US spy 
agencies to make public statistics on how 
many people were killed or injured in 
missile strikes launched from US-operated 
drones.The committee also approved 
language intended to bolster scrutiny of spy 
agency deliberations over decisions about 
targeting US citizens or residents for lethal 
drone strikes overseas.The Obama 
administration has been under pressure from 
foreign governments, the United Nations 

councillor Paula Fletcher, who was notified and rights groups to be more transparent and 
by restaurant staff that their “beloved boss” rigorous in accounting for the civilian 
had died. Sayani opened Lahore Tikka House casualties caused by drone strikes.Though 
in 1996 with just a few tables, according to a 

the committee did not release full details of 
Heritage Toronto report. It quickly became a 

its deliberations on the measures, sources 
hub for the South Asian community, and over 

familiar with the discussions said that some 
the years transformed into an authentic 

committee Republicans were opposed to the Pakistani experience and neighbourhood 
drone-related clauses in the bill, which icon. Sayani took his role in the community 
would authorise intelligence activities for seriously. He hired many Pakistani people to 
the current government fiscal year which work in the dining room and kitchen. He 
began on Oct 1. Ultimately, according to a promoted Pakis tani  hol idays ,  l ike  
press release issued by Senator Dianne Independence Day in August and Pakistan 
Feinstein, the Democrat who chairs the Day in March. Lahore Tikka House was the 
intelligence panel, the committee approved scene of countless festivals and celebrations, 
the bill by a vote of 13-2. The two senators Chintaluri said. Sayani leaves behind a wife, 
who voted against it were Republicans. Gulshan, and two children. The restaurant 
North Waziristan is the area of the most was closed Nov. 6. but has since reopened. A 
intensive US drone campaign in the world. funeral is scheduled for 9 a.m. Nov. 9 at the 
The United States has also attacked militants Scarborough Jamatkhana, 695 Middlefield 
in Yemen, Afghanistan and Somalia with Rd.
drones.
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IN-SYNC
was fraught. “We talk to Pakistan our countries,”Davutoglu said during a 

periodically and in terms of joint news conference with his Iraqi 
personal gestures we receive counterpart Hoshyar Zebari. “The most 

great warmth,” he said. damaged countries from the Syrian crisis 
“But the on-the-ground are Iraq and Turkey.” Davutoglu, who 

reality and the results earlier met with Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri 
of our meetings are al-Maliki and other top officials, said he 

v e r y  had offered Turkey's help in fighting 
disappointing.” militancy in Iraq, which has been rising 
However, with this year with October the most violent 
Prime Minister 

month since 2008. Diplomats and officials 
Nawaz Shar i f  

attribute much of the rise in violence to l a s t  m o n t h  
spillover from Syria's civil war, but the vowing to go the 
government has also faced criticism for not “extra mile” to 
doing more to accommodate Iraq's make peace with 
disenchanted Sunni Arab minority.India, Khurshid 
Quebec Is Richer Than In 1995, Marois said Delhi would 

take him at his Tells PQ Faithful
word. MONTREAL — Pauline Marois made the 

Turkey And Iraq case for Quebec sovereignty on Sunday, 
arguing that Quebecers are richer now that P u s h  Tr a d e  A n d  
they were in 1995, when they came close to Counter-Terror Ties

BAGHDAD: Turkey and 
I r a q  p l e d g e d  g r e a t e r  

cooperation on trade and counter-
t e r r o r i s m  w h i l e  a d m i t t i n g  t o  India Ready To Give 
disagreements over Syria's war during a Pakistan 'benefit Of The Doubt’
landmark visit to Baghdad by the Turkish SYDNEY: India is prepared to give historic 

rival Pakistan “the benefit of the doubt” as 
the two countries strive for peace, Foreign 
Minister Salman Khurshid has said. The 
nuclear-armed neighbours have since 

choosing independence. “Never has independence been at loggerheads over 
Kashmir, which is divided and administered Quebec counted so few families without 

jobs or living on social assistance,” the 
premier said at the close of a two-day 
meeting in Montreal of about 500 Parti 
Québécois delegates and observers from 
across the province. The theme of the foreign minister on Sunday.Ahmet 
weekend meeting was “Let’s make Quebec Davutoglu's two-day visit has been billed 
a rich country.” Citing “Un gouvernement as giving a “fresh start”to relations 
de trop,” a book by her former speech between the neighbouring countries, 
writer Stéphane Gobeil, condemning which have clashed on issues ranging from 
Canadian federalism, Marois said “It costs the conflict in Syria to Ankara's ties with 
us much more to stay in Canada.”When separately by India and Pakistan but claimed Iraq's autonomous Kurdish region.It is the 

in full by both. India regularly accuses Ottawa invests $10 billion in the Ontario-latest in a series of steps towards a 
Pakistan's army of providing covering fire based auto industry, “$2 billion comes rapprochement aimed at restoring 
for armed rebels who cross the border and from Quebec,” she said. When Ottawa relations that had been on the upswing as 
then mount attacks and in an interview with gives $25-billion shipbuilding .contracts recently as 2011.“I saw a strong 
The Australian newspaper published to a Halifax shipyard, from us.”willingness to improve relations between 
Monday, Khurshid admitted the relationship 

H a i y a n  M a k e s  
Landfall In Vietnam
HANOI: Haiyan made landfall 
in northern Vietnam early Monday 
as a tropical storm, just days after 
leaving massive destruction in the 
Philippines. The Vietnamese national 
weather forecast agency said Haiyan 
made landfall in the northern province of 
Quang Ninh at 5 am as a tropical storm and 
was moving toward southern China, where 

it is expected to weaken to a low depression later Monday. No casualties 
or major damage have been reported. It slammed into six central 
Philippine islands on Friday as the strongest typhoon of the year and one 
of the strongest on record. It appears to be the deadliest storm, and 
natural disaster, on record to hit the Philippines, with officials saying 
that as many as 10,000 people are feared dead. Later Monday, the 

storm was expected to enter southern China and further 
weaken while dropping torrential rains on the provinces of 

Guangxi and Hunan. Guangxi officials advised 
fishermen to stay onshore and told residents to 

take precautions against flooding and 
landslides.
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Be bold and make a statement by indulging in unique 

decorative elements by Maira Chinoy.  Maira Chinoy 

Designs offers diverse decorative items and furniture 

which are 'art pieces'. Each piece speaks for itself, 

reasonably priced and is limited edition.Visit  

www.facebook.com/mairachinoydesign or e.mail 

mairasdesigns@gmail.com

If you're not quite looking for the 

power of a professional camera but 

you appreciate the benefits of taking 

quality photos, Sony's RX100 is the 

perfect choice -- and CNNMoney's 

Best in Tech for the point-and-shoot 

camera category. The Sony RX100's 

c o m b i n a t i o n  o f  p o w e r f u l  

performance and small size is hard 

to resist.

Apple has unveiled a slimmed-down version of its iPad tablet, but 

will charge customers up to 1075 cad to get 

their hands on one. The fifth generation of the 

device known as the iPad Air went on sale on 

1 November. The iPad Air, which Apple says 

is 20 per cent faster than its predecessor 

thanks to a new A7 chip, will be available in 

silver, white, 'space grey' and black.  The iPad 

Air is on another planet. It’s the best full-size 

consumer tablet on the market.

Quiz is offering “BUY ONE GET ONE HALF 
PRICE” on Knitwear for the limited time, grab 

the opportunity now. 
G e t  t h e  o f f e r  a t  
www.quizclothing.co.uk/cloth
es/knitwear/.Moreover,Fuzzy 
sweater and spiky dresses Quiz 
has all the things you would 
need to dazzle this winter!

Best Point-And-Shoot Camera1

2

Maira Chinoy Designs5

4 Deal by QUIZ

EDITOR’S PICKS
It's a love affair...!

iPad Air3

Gold Toilet Paper
An Australian company 'Toilet Paper Man' has 

produced the first 3-ply roll made of gold and 

embellished with 22-carat gold flakes.On their 

website, the company claims that this golden toiletry 

is “the most expensive toilet paper…” at a whooping 

AU$1,376,900.00 (Dh4.7m).Toilet Paper Man also 

claims that it is ‘100 per cent usable and safe’.What 

will they think of next?



Deena Rahman made her ramp debut at PFDC L’Oréal Paris Bridal Week with 
a collection titled ‘Old World Memories and other Inherited Objects’. The 
collection was inspired from a forgotten time; where vintage pieces from 
long ago were passed down from generation to generation to the designer, 
forming the basis of her inspiration. Primarily based in tissue, the 
ensembles were designed on velvet, kamkhab, chiffon, net and pure 
cashmere represented through a pastel colour palette based in pops of 
purple, black and red.
The collection featured a unique take on embellishments, mixing many 
different mediums together to create distinct yet interesting textures. The 
label’s signature for its first major collection showcasing at the PFDC 
L’Oréal Paris Bridal Week was feminine, traditional, heavily embellished yet 
not overpowering – a throwback to our Mughal heritage and its splendor 
inspired from Mughal miniature art stories of beautiful animals.

Deena Rehman Collection AtDeena Rehman Collection At
PFDC L’Oréal Paris Bridal Week 2013 
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A 25-year-old Venezuelan who won three of the last six Miss 
appears on TV in her country and is Universe pageants.
an accomplished flamenco dancer is In fact, Venezuela has won more 
the new Miss Universe. m a j o r  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  b e a u t y  
Gabriela Isler was crowned Saturday competitions than any other nation, 
night in the pageant at a sprawling and beauty pageants rank alongside 
exhibition hall on Moscow's baseball as the country's most-
outskirts. followed diversion, one that 
In the excitement just after the transcends social class and normally 
announcement, the tiara fell off insurmountable political divisions.
Isler's head as she was being A whole industry of grooming 
crowned by Miss Universe 2012, schools, plastic surgeons and beauty 
Olivia Culpo of the United States. salons has emerged to prepare young 
Isler caught the crown laughing. women for the thousands of 
¥ Isler's triumph was the seventh pageants that take place each year 

Miss Universe win for Venezuela around the country in schools, army 
¥ She bested 86 contestants to take barracks and even prisons.

the title Patricia Rodrigues of Venezuela has managed to keep its 
Spain was the runner-up. beauty queen industry flourishing, 

The panel of judges was led by despite economic problems have 
American rock musician Steven worsened in recent weeks as 
Tyler. inflation touched a two-decade 
Venezuelan President Nicolas high of 54 percent and shortages 
Maduro congratulated Isler on of basic goods like toiled paper 
Twitter, calling her title a "triumph" and milk have worsened.
for Venezuela, a country that has now 

Venezuelan Is The New Miss Universe

Sync -Happening
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Top Contestants Miss Universe 2013
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Sync Paparazzi Montreal

Diwali is one of the most celebrated festivals in India. Now that Indian 
population is spread across the world, various other countries also 
witness Diwali celebrations conducted by the Indian population there. 
India-Canada Organization (ICO) organized Dewali celebration in 
Montreal at Hotel Holiday Inn on Nov 1st. Here we bring exclusive 
photos from the event.
Diwali is a festival which signifies the victory of good over the bad. It is 
believed that it was on this day that Sri Ram returned to Ayodhya after 
defeating Ravan, the demon King. People of Ayodhya lit up lamps to 
welcome their brave prince home. Diwali is not just about lighting Diyas, 
it is also about distributing sweets, performing poojas and sending 
wishes. People also burst crackers and celebrate the festival with great 
zeal. Exchanging gifts and wishes are also common practice.

ICO Diwali Celebration Montreal
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ICO Diwali Celebration Montreal
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Gori Tere Pyar Mein Promotional Tour
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Gori Tere Pyar Mein Promotional Tour
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Sync Paparazzi Dubai

Krrish 3 Promotional Tour
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Sync Paparazzi Dubai

Ram Leela Promotional Tour (Relaesed On Nov 15th)
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This is a trend that pops up every 

winter. Winter White took over the 

autumn/winter catwalks and now 

there are some key staple pieces on 

the high street which you will need 

to add to your new season 

wardrobe. Chic white coats, 

essential white tops, staple white 

dresses and many more - all of 

these white fashion pieces this 

season are an absolute must have 

and this autumn/winter white is 

definitely the new black.

HOTTEST TRENDS
Winter
    Whites    
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Sync-TrendsSync-Trends

Much more than a cold weather 

accessory, a scarf also makes a 

fashion statement loud and clear. It 

is a great way to add flair and 

character to your outfit.  And this 

season, it’s go big or go home!

Statement Scarves
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Fundraising Gala Dinner took place at three different cities of Pakistan- Faislabad, Lahore and 
Islamabad on Oct 25, 26 and 27 with Rahat Fateh Ali Khan and other celebrities like Reema 
Khan and Aamina Sheikh to support breast cancer patients being treated at Shaukat Khanum 

Memorial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre.

SKMCH Fundraising Gala Dinner
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DIANA 
The People’s Princess Deserves

Better than Mediocrity
'Diana', the recent biopic of Princess had an affair. their long-range union impossible.Thus 
Diana, has bombed on its opening Diana is a romantic biographical drama does her rebound relationship with Dodi 
weekend in the US. that covers the last two years of Princess Fayed come about.The movie is inspired 
The film, which stars Naomi Watts as the Diana’s life, during which the recently by the book “Diana: Her Last Love’’ by 
princess, failed to bring in either box Kate Snell, which was in turn drawn from 
office success or critical acclaim when it extensive interviews with close friends 
emerged in UK cinemas in September. It and confidantes. The result is a window 
seems the US market was equally into the tumultuous, change-filled period 
unimpressed.The film, directed by from 1995-1997, in the wake of Diana’s 
' D o w n f a l l '  h e l m s m a n  O l i v e r  shattering divorce from Prince Charles, 
Hirschbiegel,  was roundly hammered by and at the moment when she stood on the 
the UK critics. cusp of a different life, evolving into a 
Hirschbiegel revealed that he had been 

divorced princess campaigned against 'devastated' by the notices, adding 'but 
land mines as part of her humanitarian when you make a film you don't think 
efforts and engaged in a surreptitious and about the reactions'. “In all the other 
problematic romantic relationship with a places where it's opened - in Poland, the 
Pakistan-born heart surgeon, Dr. Hasnat Czech Republic, Turkey and Slovakia - it's 
Khan. She hopes for a fresh start, but a been very strong”, he told .
combination of her nosebleed-high public “I think for the British, Diana is still a 
profile, the relentlessly invasive paparazzi trauma they haven't come to terms with.”
who follow her everywhere (although she In the film, Watt stars opposite 'Lost' star 
tries to use that to her advantage at one Naveen Andrews, who played heart 
juncture), and family disapproval render surgeon Hasnat Khan, with whom Diana 

"You could tell from that picture that 

it is all just presumed about how we 

would behave with each other, and 

they have got it completely wrong," 

                       -Dr Hasnaat Khan
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global humanitarian, a master of could tell immediately those were never traditional values. Diana had everything 
maneuvering fame and becoming her own our mannerisms at all, with [my] hands BUT nothing when it comes to matters of 
woman. folded behind the back and all that." the heart. 
Dr. Hasnat Khan, the cardiologist,  "You could tell from that picture that it is Hasnaat Khan filled a void in her life, he 
blasts the movie for its inaccurate all just presumed about how we would treated her as a normal person not as a 
depiction of his relationship with Princess behave with each other, and they have got princess and that is what captured her 
Diana. it completely wrong," he adds, "There heart. The sad truth about the portrayel of 

wasn't any hierarchy in our relationship. Diana is "The woman who captured the
She wasn't a Princess and I wasn't a world with her beauty; grace and empathy 
doctor." He continues, "We were friends, was infact loneliest of us all".
and normal people stand like friends with 
each other. That one still picture told me a 
lot about how they will portray things in 
the film and I can see [it] is wrong." 
The man she referred to as Mr Wonderful 
also revealed that 16 years after the royal's 

“I don't see this movie doing well at all," death he is still struggling to come to terms 
he tells the site. "It is based on gossip and with her loss.He said: "It’s been difficult 
Diana's friends talking about a for me to get my head around Diana’s 
relationship that they didn't know much death or talk about it. After she died things 
about, and some of my relatives who were difficult, very difficult.
didn't know much about it either. It is all "We all have our own traumas and get on 
based on hypotheses and gossip." with it. But when it’s there in your face 
Khan denies that the movie has got his year in, year out, it’s hard."
"tacit acceptance" as claimed by the Diana, the movie shows the real life 
producer, saying, "It is a complete lie. I emotional drama one goes through when
have never given any approval." He goes one is in love. Hasnaat Khan's personality 
on pointing out one misinterpretation in is portrayed as a typical Pakhtoon, trying 
the film after watching a still image, "I to fight between his feelings and 

has

"We all have our own traumas and 

get on with it. But when it’s there 

in your face year in, year out, 

it’s hard.”

                -Dr Hasnaat Khan
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Say hello to the new Guess girl:  Priyanka Chopra.
The Bollywood star and former Miss World has been tapped by the 
brand to front its Holiday 2013 campaign, making Chopra the first 
Indian Guess girl. “I'm like their first brown model," Chopra told 
Women's Wear Daily. "For a global fashion brand, for them to 
move their campaign into a global space, for me it's an honor." 
The stunning black-and-white photos, shot by Bryan Adams, 
feature Chopra sporting Guess' signature teased hair, cat 
eyeliner and sexy clothes in a Mediterranean villa. 
Translation: The campaign is an instant classic, bringing to 
mind the ads of Claudia Schiffer and Anna Nicole Smith, 
Chopra's predecessors. Chopra said she was hand-selected by Paul 
Marciano, Guess' president, after he met her and immediately dubbed 
her the new Sophia Loren. Since Marciano's last model of choice, 
Kate Upton, has become the poster child for glamorous 
bombshell beauty, we have no doubt that Chopra will be 
the name on everybody's lips come December when her 
Guess campaign breaks in fashion magazines.“I'm not 
too American and I'm not too Indian, but I'm a global 
citizen," she says, "and that's what most people are 
today. And I don't want to have to change who I am to 
try and fit in or cater to a certain audience. "

Priyanka Chopra, The New Guess Girl,'Honored' 
To Be Brand's First Indian Model

Priyanka Chopra, The New Guess Girl,'Honored' 
To Be Brand's First Indian Model

Priyanka Chopra, The New Guess Girl,'Honored' 
To Be Brand's First Indian Model

Priyanka Chopra, The New Guess Girl,'Honored' 
To Be Brand's First Indian Model



‘Dhoom 3’ is all geared up to block piracy. The multi-starrer movie 
which will release on 20th December has asked the cinema owners to go 
digital as the reel of the movie will not be available. This is a big step 
from the scion of Yash Raj Films (YRF) and film maker Aditya Chopra. 
He has announced that his upcoming movie ‘Dhoom 3’ will be available 
only in digital format. That implies that the reels of the movie will not 
circulate across the country and even outside the country.

Shahrukh Khan has been working non-stop and the superstar is 
desperately feeling the need for a well deserved break. King Khan has 
decided to go for a brief holiday with his family. AbRam, the new addition 
to the family would surely join them as the trip would be incompletely 
with his new bundle of love. Though the destination is not yet revealed, 
London or Dubai might be the place as both these places are favourite for 
the Khans

Pop star Lady Gaga has been pressured by her record company to drop a 
controversial song about the late Princess Diana from her new album 
`ARTPOP`. The 27-year-old star had wanted ̀ Princess Die` included on her third 
studio LP `ARTPOP`, which will release on Monday, but worried record 
company bosses at her label Streamline and parent firm Interscope urged her to 
axe the song fearing it may upset fans of the late Diana, reported Daily Mirror.

Rumor
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Rumor
Kareena Kapoor and Farhan Akhtar will be seen together first time in a film to 
be directed by Jasmeet Reen and produced by Ashi Dua. The film in question is 
a biopic in which Farhan Akhtar will play a renowned Urdu poet and Hindi 
lyricist Ludhianvi. Kareena Kapoor is likely to play the role of Amrita Pritam, 
Ludhianvi’s love interest. However, Kareena has not signed on the dotted lines 
and she is in the process of script reading, ,"I have been offered the film and I 
am still in the process of reading it, I am going through it," Kareena said.

Salman Khan’s brother Sohail Khan and his wife Seema Khan hosted a 
grand Diwali party at their Pali Hill residence but cops played the 
spoilsport. Attending the complaint of Pali Hill residents, the police 
reacted to the matter. The residents of the apartment were disturbed with 
the loud music and despite repeated plea when they did not decrease the 
volume, they informed police. When cops barged, they immediately 
stopped the music.

 Singer-actress Kelly Osbourne recently underwent a laser treatment 
to get rid of her first tattoo. The 29-year-old star, who has been vocal 
about her desire to remove most of her tattoos, posted a video, where 
a huge ink on forearm is being erased by a laser treatment, reported 
Daily mirror.
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Sync-Relationship

10 Not So Obvious Secrets To Having
A Healthy Relationship

10 Not So Obvious Secrets To Having
A Healthy Relationship

1. Express Yourself the dishes in your skank-ass sink—starting contract every few years.
One of the foundations of a healthy with his griping about you stealing the TV 7. Request Permission to Talk
relationship is being able to express your remote whenever he turns on the sports No, not in a submissive Gabby Reece way. 
feelings to your partner and learning how to channel and then snowballs into an Ask your partner if it’s okay timing to chat 
listen. Witnessing or mirroring [basically argument about house chores, date nights about a touchier (read: contentious) topic 

and the fact that you never wear the awful before launching into a monologue.
jewelry he bought you for V-Day. Don’t do 8. Be Spontaneous
it. Arguing about a bunch of issues all at Remember how fun the just-getting-to-
once is too overwhelming to tackle. Stick to know-each-other? Hold on to some of that 
one at a time. magic even as you are together for a longer 
4. Introduce New Experiences period of time. Make the effort to be 
Now you don’t have to sign up for the next creative, woo, and surprise each other. Take 
season of Survivor, but you do want to turns planning special dates.
continuously introduce novel experiences 9. Do You
into your relationship. Whether that’s Growing and changing for the better as a 
traveling to Tahiti like you've always person will make your relationship a better 

place. One of the most important things 
saying ‘I get you’] is a good basic form of about being in a relationship is you learn as 
communication. But saying ‘I get you’ much if not more about yourself as you do 
doesn’t mean ‘I agree with you.’ In other 

about your partner. By watching the way 
words, hear your spouse out, but don’t just 

that you react to your partner and the ways 
agree to keep the peace.

in which you’re challenged, you’re forced 
2. Schedule Quality Time Together

to grow.
Particularly as you get further along in your 
relationship—moving in together, having 
kids, the whole shebang—you’ll have 
plenty of logistical conversations that need 
to happen. Who’s making sure the kids 
aren’t stranded at soccer practice and so on. dreamed of, or taking a French class 
That doesn’t give a sense of emotional together, you want grow together—and 
bonding or intimacy that many people are challenge each other—with new shared 
craving. Carve out quality time when experiences.
you’re focusing on each other and nothing 5. Express Appreciation
else. Everyone loves an ego boost. Tell your 
3. Fight for a (Specific) Cause spouse what a great job he/she did planning 
There’s a term in couples counseling we use your latest date so your spouse doesn’t feel 10. Don't Give Up Your BFFs
called ‘kitchen sinking’. You probably taken for granted. Chances are it will inspire Absolutely true that you want your 

him/her to give you the same well-deserved partner to be the first person you call with 
pats on the back. good news, and also the first shoulder you 
6. Make a Contract want to cry on. But the idea that your 
A lot of couples have nonverbal contracts spouse has to be your number-one best 
that are vaguely set up based on habits, but friend is a myth. Girls relate to best 
many haven’t made a conscious effort to 

friends in a certain way, and I find a lot of 
agree on who’s doing what. For instance, 

women get dismayed expecting a man to 
you might be the better cook, but you want 

react as a girlfriend would when he your better-half to step it up in the kitchen 
doesn’t. Rather than seeking a man who two days a week. Acknowledge your 
will empathize with every emotion you individual strengths, what you each would 
express, find a person you’re excited to like to contribute (and where you’re willing 

already guessed what it means: That share your life with.to compromise). And renegotiate the 
mountain of complaints that piles up like 



Sync-Sportss
a good four or five years left in me.” event, had reached the last three finals, 

There has been little wrong with winning twice before losing to Djokovic 
his performances with the last year. But this has been Nadal's year and 

bat in the two years since the 13-time Grand Slam winner, who has 
Clarke took up the also won Olympic gold and the Davis Cup, 

captaincy.Although is now just one more victory away from 
his record against finishing a glorious campaign by adding 
England (1,746 the last major prize missing from his 
runs at an average glittering CV.“It's the perfect way to finish 
of 46 per innings) the season, probably one of the best 
does not quite seasons of my career,” Nadal said.
match up to his “This is a special tournament but I have 
o v e r a l l  s t a t s  lost here before and not had the most luck, 
(7,656 runs at so it's great to be in the final.”
52), Australian 
cricket fans will United Beats Arsenal To Roar Back Into 
be delighted their Title Race

best batsman is MANCHESTER: Manchester United 
going nowhere. roared back into the Premier League title 

picture on Sunday by beating leader 
Nadal Downs Old Arsenal 1-0, completing a perfect day for 

Rival Federer To Reach the improving reigning champions after 
Final surprise defeats for top-four contenders 

LONDON: Rafael Nadal won Manchester City and Tottenham.Robin 
the latest instalment of his epic van Persie's 27th-minute header against 

rivalry with Roger Federer as the Spaniard 
swept into the final of the ATP World Tour 

“I Won't Be Retiring, Not For A Long Finals with a 7-5, 6-3 victory on Sunday.
Time,” Clarke Says Nadal was in commanding form in the last 
SYDNEY: Australian captain Michael four showdown at London's O2 Arena and 
Clarke has dismissed the idea of being his 22nd win in 32 meetings with Federer 
driven into retirement by a degenerative booked the world number one's place in 

Monday's final against either Novak 
Djokovic or Stanislas Wawrinka.But there 
was nothing routine about Nadal's latest 
show of force against Federer as it marked his former club settled a cagey match at 
the first time he had ever beaten the Swiss Old Trafford and lifted United to fifth 

place, with Arsenal's second defeat of the 
campaign trimming its lead over second-
place Liverpool to two points. With Man 
City losing 1-0 at struggling Sunderland 
and Spurs beaten at home by Newcastle by 

back problem and believes he could play the same scoreline, just six points separate 
three more Ashes series over the next five Arsenal and eighth-place City after 11 
years.Clarke will start his sixth Ashes matches in what is proving to be a tight, 
series on Nov. 21, but with the back exciting battle for the title. ''What we have 
problem certain to return at some point and learned today is that not only Man United 
his captaincy the subject of a media debate, great indoors after four defeats, including a can beat Arsenal but that everybody can 
there has been speculation he might soon loss in the 2010 final of the Tour Finals. beat everybody in this Premier League,'' 
call time on his test career.“I won't be That was the 27-year-old's only previous Arsenal manager Arsene Wenger said. ‘'It 
retiring, not for a long time,” the 32-year- appearance in the final of this prestigious just shows you how much excitement there 
old told Sydney's Daily Telegraph.“I feel season-ending event, but he looks in the will be until the end of the season.'' City's 
as fit and healthy as I've been for a long mood to finally end his long wait to lift the poor away form continued as Phil Bardsley 
time and my love and drive to have success trophy after halting Federer's remarkable grabbed the winner in the 21st minute for 
and be a part of this Australian team and run of success in the tournament in just 79 Sunderland, which started the day level on 
New South Wales team is as strong as ever. minutes.Federer, a six-time winner of the points Crystal Palace.
“As long as I'm performing, I think I've got 

Pakistan Wins 
Asian Champions 
Trophy
K A K A M I G A H A R A :  
Defending champions, Pakistan, 
on Sunday retained its title 
defeating hosts Japan by a margin of 
two goals in the final match of the 
third Asian Champions Trophy field 
hockey tournament being played in 
Japan's Kakamighara city, DawnNews 

reported.The Japanese team took an aggressive start scoring one 
goal to take the lead in the first half.Pakistan replied with a 
comeback in the second half scoring three goals before the 
66th minute.The green-shirts had remained unbeaten in the 

tournament defeating Omman, Malaysia, China and 
India in the group stage matches. The previous match 

played between Pakistan and Japan, during the 
group stages, had ended in a 1-1 

draw.Malaysia secured the third 
position in the tournament.
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